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Reimagine Identity Authentication With Human Factor Authentication 

Seamless Customer-Centric Access
Eliminate passwords and vulnerable, legacy MFA at the same time. End credential-based 

attacks like phishing, smishing, and MFA prompt bombing.

Fully Portable Identity  
Verified allows customers to authenticate easily in a browser, with the technologies they 

love–on their Windows, Mac, iOS and Android devices. Eliminate costs and hassles of 

dedicated hardware or software authenticators.

Biometric Chain of Trust, Account Recovery 
End the risks and frustration associated with device add and recovery. Streamline 

enrollment and recovery of desktop and mobile devices with secure, human factor 

authentication.

Verified delivers Human Factor Authentication, combining strong FIDO2 passwordless 

authentication of a registered device, with biometric certainty to verify the human behind 

the device. With a quick enrollment of a selfie, Verified binds a customer’s cloud biometric 

identity to their FIDO2 enrolled device Passkey.

Verified offers a seamless transition between passwordless login and cloud-based 

biometric authentication, whenever high assurance is required. Accessible from 

anywhere, Verified’s biometric chain of trust identifies the human behind the device to 

secure the customer journey with strong identity assurance.

Stop fraud. End account takeover. Defeat social
engineering schemes that attack legacy MFA. 80%+

of data breaches 
are caused by 
compromised 

credentials and 
failures of 

legacy MFA 

Human Factor Authentication™

Everywhere you want it.

Verified allows users to seamlessly transition between FIDO2 Passkeys and cloud-based 

biometric authentication, whenever your organization needs high assurance. Gain the 

enterprise security you need, while easing friction for your customers.

Simplify Identity Assurance 
Across your Enterprise



Try Verified Today
Learn more at www.authid.ai. Contact us at +1 (516) 274-8700 or email us 
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How Does Verified Work?
With a quick, secure cloud biometric enrollment of their selfie, customers then enroll their device with a 

cryptographic Passkey. Verified’s FIDO2 passwordless authentication allows customers to login with the 

secure device-biometric technologies, including Windows Hello, Apple FaceID and TouchID, and others. 

When the enterprise needs to elevate customer privileges to authenticate access to a sensitive 

application, perform a high-risk activity, or to add or recover a new device, Verified steps up authentication 

of the customer to an auditable, biometric MFA, available on any device. Verified delivers frictionless human 

factor  to ensure device and identity authentication go hand in hand.

Quickly Launch and Manage Verified

Verified integrates seamlessly through OIDC into your 

existing IAM provider. Our API-first platform simplifies Zero 

Trust deployments across complex environments, 

disparate technologies, legacy and cloud applications, 

and diverse device sets, without holes in security. 

Easily manage enterprise authentication workflow policies 

in our Identity Portal, directing Verified when to ask for a 

passkey or step up to cloud biometric authentication. 

Verified™ Offers Pre-Integration 
to FinServ & Identity Platforms 
for Digital Identity Assurance

Verify identity anywhere.  

Browser-based, human factor 

authentication delivers truly 

portable digital identity

Reduce help desk TCO with 

secure self-service account 

enrollment and recovery in the 

event of lost or stolen devices

Streamline customer enrollment 

with seamless biometric identity 

verification. Onboard good 

customers in minutes

Device Agnostic, 
Cloud-Based

Account Recovery 
with Confidence

Stop Fraudster 
Enrollment

Verified Strengthens Identity Assurance Across the Customer Journey

Human Factor Authentication™

Everywhere you want it.


